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We Wrote These...
Shoot, Produce and Display 8K – The Refreshed 8K
Association Website Shows the Creator Community
How to Win the 8K Transition
The 8K Association (8KA), the crossindustry group dedicated to promoting the
growth of the 8K ecosystem, has refreshed
its content-creator focused web site at
www.8kassociation.com. The web site is
newly organized to provide information on
the Association’s activities, news about the
8K ecosystem as well as detailed resources
on the production and delivery of 8K media.
READ MORE

Is Fixed Wireless Access Critical for 8K Adoption?
Fixed Wireless Access or FWA refers to
using cellular networks to offer broadband
service to residential or enterprise
customers. With the advent of mobile 5G
networks, the potential to use mmWave
bands to offer Gbps service is now a real
possibility. Video on demand, including
8K, is expected to drive bandwidth needs
for many years to come which is why both
telecoms and even cable network
providers are actively pursuing this
opportunity.
READ MORE

Our Comments on These...

Webinar: Technology That Brings Sporting Events to
Fans
Main Concept's next episode of Coffee & Codecs
will discuss:
--The past and present of sports broadcasting
--A sharp focus on sports from HD to 4K to 8K
viewing
--Predictions for technology trends and how they
will affect sports viewing
Presenters:
Dave Euson, Presales and Technical Account Manager, Dalet
Chris Chinnock, Executive Director, 8K Association
Thomas Kramer, VP Strategy & Biz Dev, MainConcept
Geoff Gordon, VP Marketing, MainConcept
REGISTER

Canon created a dual fisheye lens for its new VR
video system
The attachment allows the 8K resolution of the Canon
EOS R5 camera to be used to capture stereoscopic
images at a higher resolution than most single-camera
alternatives and with better fidelity than two-camera
options. An app allows the generation of an 8K
equirectangular file format that can be directly viewed in
most VR headsets. Find out more here.

LG QNED MiniLED 99 Series 8K TV review
The reviewer summarized the pros and cons as:
FOR: Eye-popping 8K video quality; Excellent brightness,
color reproduction; Good sound quality, with lots of
additional options available
AGAINST: Requires significant viewing space for full 8K
effect; Inconsistent upscaling; Sluggish controls; Limited
8K content. Read the Tom's Guide review here.

Sony announces 'Perfect for PlayStation 5' features
for 4K & 8K TVs
As noted on this site: "‘Perfect for PlayStation 5’ TVs will
bring in two brand-new PS5 exclusive features – Auto
HDR Tone Mapping and Auto Genre Picture Mode. They
also support frame rates up to 120fps in a super-crisp 4K
resolution as specified in HDMI 2.1 in compatible games,"
announced Sony. Judging by the descriptions, these
appear to be HGiG mode (HDR Gaming Interest Group)
and ALLM (Auto Low Latency Mode), respectively,
perhaps with some special Sony tweaks. Read the FlatpanelsHD coverage here.

We Also Read These...
8K Poised to Rule Digital Signage
Battlefield 2042 Open Beta Benchmarked at 8K: 16GB VRAM Required
TV vendors lower 2021 sales goals
Nikon Z9 specs leaked, D6 and D850 combined, and mirrorless?







